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A Message from Auto-IT’s CEO

The Year of Re-engagement
2015 has been a year of re-engagement for us at Auto-IT. We have
spent a lot of time out with you, our clients, looking at ways to
improve our service and product offerings.
We have continued our visitations across all our markets and
geographic locations to better understand your business and how we
can be more effective business partners.
In February, we continued this engagement with our UNITS® and
EQUIP® User Group Conventions, where over 120 customers
participated in a range of forums, to understand the software products
better and to contribute to their forward direction. Our PMDS® User
Group Convention later in the year will complete these forums for
this year.
Innovation continues to be a focus for us; providing you with greater
efficiencies and better management information to make informed
business decisions. In the last six months, we have completed over
350 enhancements and will continue to invest in our products to
deliver greater value.

A feature of this newsletter is some
information on a new ransomware
called Cryptolocker. Essentially, cyber
criminals take over your computer
and will only unlock it for a fee. We
have provided more detail in this
newsletter but I still think the basics
apply - make sure you have your hard
drive backed up, be wary of what
you click on and always keep your
software patches up to date.
Your feedback is important to us and allows us to focus on the areas
that are important to you. In this regard, we will be sending out our
annual customer survey next month and would ask that you take the
opportunity to provide us with your candid feedback. This will enable
us to keep improving our products and services and in turn, provide
better value for you.
Our business continues to grow, as does our market share and I would
like to take this opportunity to thank all of you for your support and
high level of engagement with us.
Wayne Rushworth - CEO
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Parts Wireless Barcoding
Fully-Integrated with your EQUIP® DMS

Auto-IT has just released its Wireless Barcoding solution, which
enables parts personnel to use hand-held scanner devices and a
wireless network to update information stored within their EQUIP®
DMS.
Auto-IT’s Wireless Barcoding enables parts personnel to use handheld
scanner devices and a wireless network to update information stored
within their DMS. They can receipt inventory (including allocation to
inventory, customer orders or the workshop), effect bin changes at
the bin and perform partial and full stocktakes much more efficiently.
Multiple barcode scanners can also be used simultaneously – enabling
multiple team members to take advantage of this time/cost-saving
technology.
In terms of security, users of the Wireless Barcoding
solution are authenticated during the login process
to maintain the security of your EQUIP® dealer
management system. The authentication includes
allocation of staff members to specific dealer
locations and/or warehouses.
A number of franchises have released barcoding
standards and more are being added all the time.

Taking advantage of this fantastic solution requires the following
process to be followed:
1. Survey of premises to plan out the Wi-Fi network
2. Purchase and installation of Wi-Fi hardware
3. Purchase and implementation of barcode scanners that meet
EQUIP® specifications
4. Purchase and installation of barcode printer
5. Purchase and installation of EQUIP® Wireless Barcode software
With Auto-IT’s Wireless Barcoding solution you gain significant
efficiencies and improved accuracy through a reduction in double data
entry and the inherent reliability of barcode interpretation. For more
information, please contact your Business Relationship Manager or
sales@auto-it.com.au.
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EUG Conference 2015
On the 3rd and 4th of February Auto-IT held its 4th EQUIP® User
Group Conference in Melbourne. Approximately 60 clients plus
Auto-IT staff came together for the two days.
The event was a great opportunity to learn about the latest advances
in the EQUIP® software from recent releases, a chance to see what’s
coming in the near future and to glean some inspiration from our
guest speaker Jonah Nader. One of the greatest benefits attendees
have mentioned was the ability to interact with other EQUIP® users
and understand how they use the system to maximise their return
on investment.
We also went through some of our latest apps, including Customer
Portal, Driveway Xpress and eValuation.
For senior managers there was a lot of excitement around Dealer
Spectrum and its business intelligence offering. Special thanks too, to
the panel of dealers that offered some insight into what it has brought
to their own businesses. One of the most popular sessions for Parts
Managers was certainly the one that covered recent advances in our
barcoding solution.
Since the event we’ve had a lot of interest in assisting dealers get the
most from these initiatives so if you require any further information
please contact your Business Relationship Manager.
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New Faces @ Auto-IT
As Auto-IT continues to grow, so too does our family of talented
and energetic people. Once again, we welcome more of you to the
fold and look forward to forging new paths together!

Jerin Sam
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Melbourne, and Auto-IT as a DMS supplier through common clients.
In 2003, Donavan joined Auto-IT’s implementation team and has
never looked back. Originally from New Zealand, Donavan is an avid
rugby union follower (go the Crusaders!) and being Sydney-based,
he’s a Waratahs supporter.

Jagath Sugathadasa
Senior Developer - Started 10/3/2015

Senior Developer - Started 10/3/2015

Jerin joined Auto-IT as a senior developer
in March 2015. He finished his Bachelor’s
Degree in Electronics in 2003 from India and
switched to software programming in 2004.
He worked with MNCs in India and China
as a developer, technical consultant and project coordinator before
moving to Melbourne in 2014.
Jerin love sports, especially soccer, and is a keen follower of the
EPL. Jerin is an avid traveller who loves trekking, motorcycling and
capturing the landscape with his camera.

Donovan McErlane
Production Manager - Started 30/3/2015

Donovan returns to Auto-IT as Product
Manager. He was introduced to the
automotive world while an accountant in

Jagath joined the Melbourne office as a
senior .Net Developer in March this year.
He holds a BSC degree in Management
Information Systems from University College
Dublin, Ireland. Jagath has over 15 years of
experience in architecture, design and development of distributed
Web applications for mid to large-scale multinational organizations in
the United States, United Kingdom and Australia. He also possesses
thorough knowledge of business intelligence and data warehousing.
His loves travelling and spending time with his family.

Andrew Schieseck
Support Consultant - Started 6/1/2015

Andrew started dealership life around 1999
with Werribee Nissan, as an apprentice Parts
Interpreter. Since then Andrew has worked
with a number of franchises and held various
roles within the parts department, from
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Parts Interpreter through to Inventory Controller and Parts Manager.
Prior to joining us, Andrew worked with PACCAR for eight years as an
Inventory Systems Coordinator. He enjoys cycling and racing with a
local club, playing soccer and anything related to motor sport.

Martin Christen
Senior Support Consultant - Started 17/11/2014

Martin joined the team as a support
consultant, located in our Sydney office. He
has a Bachelor of Commerce in Accounting and
has completed his CPA qualification. Martin
has over 25 years’ experience in automotive
and accounting roles from auditing to financial control - across various
franchises including Holden, Isuzu, Honda, Ford and Mazda.
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Vincent Lieu

Graduate Business Analyst - Started 10/11/2014

Vincent has joined Auto-IT’s Melbourne
office as a Graduate Business Analyst. He
graduated from Monash University in 2013
with a Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) and
Bachelor of Commerce.
He has worked briefly as an engineer in the building and engineering
industry whilst completing his studies and was involved in social
development work in South America, teaching English. He enjoys
practicing martial arts and following future trends in transportation.

Rules of Business
There’s no secret about success. Did you ever know a successful man who didn’t tell you about it? -- Kin Hubbard
By working faithfully 8 hours a day you may eventually get to be boss and work 12 hours a day. -- Robert Frost
Success is going from failure to failure without loss of enthusiasm. -- Winston Churchill
The worst part of success is to try to find someone who is happy for you. -- Bette Midler
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Tech Tips - CryptoLocker
Over the last six weeks we have seen a new variant of the
CryptoLocker virus attack networks and encrypt files. The
CryptoLocker virus is one of the most malicious viruses ever
released and its original variant was the subject of an international
take-down by various law enforcement agencies.
The virus arrives in the form of a ZIP file attachment to emails and upon
opening files within the ZIP file, a script is launched which encrypts
files on the user’s local machine and any mapped network drives
that are attached to the user’s computer (including shared files and
folders amongst users). Whilst the EQUIP® Database is normally safe
due to the fact it is running and the file is locked, there is a potential
for it to be encrypted after-hours when the database is shut down for
maintenance.
Recently we have seen a number of different types of emails purporting
to be from the Australian Federal Police, Australia Post, Telstra and the
ANZ Bank. Other variants include emails claiming that an “invoice”
or a “resume” is attached to the email. Auto-IT recommends that all
clients reiterate to staff the need to triple-check the validity of emails
received prior to opening any attachments. Staff should always visit
websites by manually typing the website address directly in to the
browser rather than clicking on a link within an email.
Generally speaking, most organisations will never send an email with
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a ZIP file attached. Resumes
and invoices should always be
PDF files and not compressed
ZIP files. Legitimate companies
will never ask a user to provide
confidential information via
email, nor will they ask a
user to click on a link within
an email to view something.
The senders email address is
sometimes, but not always, a give-away. A recent email claiming to be
from the Australian Federal Police came from traffic@sda-courier24.
info.
Due to the way this virus is distributed, email virus scanning will not
pick it up and anti-virus protection on user computers will not stop the
virus in time. The best prevention method, as always, is an educated
user.
There have been instances where customer backups to NAS or SAN
devices have become encrypted by the virus and rendered them
unusable. All customers should ensure that their backup systems are
working and that they have a working off-site backup medium that is
kept away from the network at all times.
More information on the virus can be found here:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CryptoLocker.
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Mobilegeddon - What you Should Know
There’s been a media flurry around Google’s
recently updated search ranking algorithm
that favours mobile-friendly Websites on
mobile search.

Officially announced in February this year and released on April 21st
it’s actually been a long time coming - given the rapid growth in
mobile device usage on the Web (up from 30% in 2014 to more than
60% so far this year).
Effectively, Google search results on mobile devices now favour
pages (not whole sites) that are mobile friendly, whilst penalising
with a lower ranking, those that aren’t.

that are mobile-friendly and
devalues pages that are not.

What makes a site
‘mobile friendly’?

Who it Affects

Google’s new algorithm
scans every page and tests it for mobile responsiveness (its ability to
move and resize page elements to be navigable on a mobile device),
plus page load times and functionality.

It only affects ranking for searches performed on mobile devices and
only against individual pages - not whole sites. The impact is global
and across all languages and generally improves rankings for pages

What it’s looking for are pages that require the fewest steps
(touches) to navigate content or complete tasks (like an online
purchase), lean code that loads quickly and content that will resize
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and reshuffle automatically regardless of screen resolution or device
orientation (portrait vs. landscape).
Many of today’s modern responsive Websites are built using content
management systems (CMS) like Wordpress, Drupal, Concrete5
and Joomla. With the right template they can negate the need for
dedicated mobile-only Websites as they can contain all the same
content as a full desktop-size Website but adjust seamlessly to
accommodate the size and resolution of the viewing device.

What should you do?
1. Test your site here: https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/

mobile-friendly/.
2. Resolve to fix any errors flagged by the test.
3. If your site is not mobile-friendly, make it a priority to rebuild it in a
fully responsive design.
4. Use HTML5 standards for animation and video embedding.
5. Minimise navigation and simplify design wherever possible. Not
long ago we were designing Websites for large full-HD screens.
Today our first priority is ensuring usability on the smallest screens.
6. Filter all your ideas from now on through the prism of the average
mobile user. The numbers can no longer be ignored.
Peter Fritz - eBusiness Manager
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Uncommon Logic
Success usually comes to those who are too busy
to be looking for it. Henry David Thoreau
Don’t be distracted by criticism. Remember, the
only taste of success some people get is to take a
bite out of you. Zig Ziglar
There are two types of people who will tell you
that you can’t make a difference: those who
are afraid to try and those who are afraid you’ll
succeed. Ray Goforth
Stop chasing money. Chase passion. Tony Hsieh
The ones who are crazy enough to think they
can change the world, are the ones that do.
Anonymous
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FAQs on your DMS
Q: What are some useful EQUIP® database housekeeping tasks?
A: Two of the housekeeping activities are:
• System Audit Culling
• System Notes Archiving (every 6-8 months)
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relevant personnel’s menu. This will allow them to remove records
from the system that are no longer required prior to the date
entered on the screen. This will decrease the database size and
improve performances.
It is advisable to take a back-up of the audit reports or to print the
reports before continuing with the culling.
The System Audit Report program provides you with the ability to

Q: How often archiving is recommended?
A: Archiving is recommended once every
six to eight months; culling data no longer
relevant to the dealership. Please note
the culling parameters should be carefully
considered in consultation with the Financial
Controller, System Administrator and the
Financial stakeholders of the business,
taking into consideration the auditor’s
requirements.

System Audit Culling
Q: How do you cull old audits?
A: Ask your System Administrator to add
the System Audit Culling program to the
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System Notes Archiving

produce audit reports on various database update functions. Enter
the parameters and generate an audit report based on data in the
UADIT table.

Q: How do you remove old SysNotes?

After reviewing and saving to file the audit details using the System
Audit Report program, carefully select the Audit Type records to cull
and select the ‘Update’ button to start the cull process. See above.

To delete the alerts, select each note individually or the ‘All’ check
box to highlight all notes and then select the ‘Delete Selected’
button. This is user-specific and will remove the records from the
database.

A: Open the SysNotes program by selecting one of the highlighted
selections in the screen shot below. The screen will display any
alerts entered against records in the maintenance screen of many
system modules.
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Beyond words...
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